
Introduction

The Defender Swiftlock is the ultimate easy-use solution for securing entry points to properties or 
specific rooms. Get all the benefits of a door lock with no professional installation required.

Stick the metal Ratchet under your internal door handle and utilise the intelligently designed 
Jammer to prevent access, all with a simple press and slide action to release the lock.

Withstanding downward force, the Swiftlock allows you to rapidly lockdown an entry point or 
specific room in an emergency, as well as functioning as a peace-of-mind lock during day or night.

Contents

2 x Jammers  (A)
2 x Sliding Holsters  (B)
2 x Ratchets with adhesive pads  (C) 
2 x Mounting Holsters with adhesive pads  (D) 
2 x Alcohol-based cleaning wipes  (E)
4 x Self-tapping screws (for Ratchets)
4 x Regular screws (for Mounting Holsters)

Operation

The product must be installed and operated with the grooves in the Ratchet on the left hand side, 
with the Sliding Holsters’ metal release lever on the same side. This ensures downward force does 
not move the Jammer. 

The Sliding Holster can be removed by depressing the metal release lever and sliding it up and out 
of the Ratchet. 

Alternatively the Sliding Holster can be left in the Holster and only the Jammer removed by rotating 
the Jammer 90 degrees and pulling it from the Holster. You can simply re-insert the Jammer in the 
same way. 

When moving the Jammer up and down the Ratchet in day to day situations, you should press the 
metal lever and use your thumb and forefinger to slide. When moving up in an emergency, simply 
grip the jammer and pull upward into position. 
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Pre-Installation Notes

IMPORTANT - READ ALL BEFORE INSTALLING

The below instructions are for use on a regular hinged door; LEVER HANDLES ONLY.

The Defender Swiftlock comes fully assembled in the box (A>B>C). 

Keep this assembly intact during the Positioning stage of the installation process 
to ensure you set at the correct location. Test carefully before activating the adhesive pads

Installation

Positioning
The Swiftlock is designed to lock a lever handle from moving downward, thus stopping a door 
from being opened. 
During everyday use you should be able to move the Jammer (within its Sliding Holster) 
upwards within the Ratchet, so it sits flush below the door handle lever. You should also be able 
to move the Jammer downwards comfortably. 

The Ratchet should be positioned as below (also see image as example):
i) when the Jammer is set in 'locked' position under the handle, it sits

central between the two screwholes.
ii) the Jammer sits between the centre and plate-side under the handle,

with space to operate the Slide Holster.
Mark this positioning of the ratchet on your door. Place the full product 
in this position and test you are happy with its placement and operation.

Preparation
Using the provided alcohol pad, thoroughly wipe the Positioning area to ensure it is clean. 
This helps ensure an effective mounting via the adhesive pad. 
Leave to dry for 1 minute, ensuring no dust or dirt gets into the area, then proceed to Installation. 

Installation (no screws)
Simply peel away the rear cover on the Ratchet to reveal the self-adhesive pad.
Apply this with force to the door and hold in place, with pressure, for 10 seconds.
Wiggle the Ratchet slightly to ensure the mounting has secured and is flush. 

Your Swiftlock should now be in situ and ready to use.

Installation (with screws)
Skip this step if no screws are required.
Follow the above steps first then finish off your install by applying the provided Self-Tapping 
screws (the screws with the arrow-point bottom); these screws are specially designed meaning 
no drilling is necessary; simply drive them into the door via the pre-drilled screw holes on the 
Ratchet using a screwdriver until they are flush.
Holster
A dual-purpose holster is supplied for holding either the Jammer only or the Sliding Holster with 
Jammer. This has an adhesive back plus screw holes and can be located at your convenience. 
Should you wish the pieces to be kept out of each of children. 
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AFTER INSTALLING THE RATCHET IT IS IMPORTANT TO LET THE ADHESIVE 
PAD FULLY BOND FOR MAXIMUM STRENGTH. WE RECOMMEND NOT USING 
THE PRODUCT FOR  24-48HRS AFTER FIRST INSTALL.




